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				Cracking the Swedish innovation code!


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on augusti 2, 2023				  				

		  


			
				
In her magical speech at TEDWomen, does anyone else believe that Margaret Heffernan explained why Swedes are so innovative? She does mention ”fika” to be a part of the success… watch it with some coffee and you’ll get the point even more.

							


		


			
				Top 10 most popular posts. Updated: 6 June 2023


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on juni 6, 2023				  				

		  


			
				
1. Greta’s first steps on Earth




2. Does Chat GPT increase demand for our unique capabilities?




3. A sharp book reviewed by Jack Yan




4. Our brains expand with music




5. Carolina Klüft: 90% of the result comes from play




6. Podcast: Sharks, sharkonomics and what a few hundred million hears of evolution has to teach humans




7. How Gymshark could attack the US$80 billion swimsuit market and save sharks!




8. READ my ONE book for FREE – for PEACE!




9. New Web Design for Sharkonomics




10. KOTLER, Engeseth + 88 = PUBLIC +41,2 million

							


		


			
				A sharp book reviewed by Jack Yan


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on juni 1, 2023				  				

		  


			
				
Sharkonomics 2 reviewed by Jack Yan: ”A bite-sized business book…”.

							


		


			
				New Web Design for Sharkonomics


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on maj 17, 2023				  				

		  


			
				
After 8 language editions, it feel that its time for an update.
Thanks for the inspiration Jens Wernborg.
Take a bite at Sharkonomics.com.

							


		


			
				Podcast: Sharks, sharkonomics and what a few hundred million hears of evolution has to teach humans


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on maj 8, 2023				  				

		  


			
				
Podcast: Listen on World of Wisdom, EP176 by Amit Paul.

							


		


			
				Greta’s first steps on Earth


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on april 24, 2023				  				

		  


			
				




Imagine if we lived in space and sent Greta Thunberg to take man’s first steps on planet Earth. Recently I attended on an event on the theme of space – the above thought was raised, maybe you can help me answer some questions that are now spinning like a satellite in my skull: 




	What would the uninhabited planet Earth (Tellus) look like today?
	Space as a market is valued at 1,000 billion dollars per year in 2040*. What would a virgin land be valued at today?
	Which animal species would be dominant in number? On land, air and in the water?
	Would we consider the earth a paradise with respect or a big e-commerce site to shop resources from?
	Would we understand that the earth’s resources are limited? 
	Had we become part of nature this time? 
	Would Greta’s generation get to create the future they desire? 
	What would we take with us from space? 
	How would you use your knowledge on the uninhabited planet? 
	What satellite/question is now spinning in your head? 






Thanks for the inspiration Alexandra, Polina, Preslav and speakers at the event at Carrus Network. 
*Morgan Stanley.

							


		


			
				Top 10 most popular posts. Updated: 18 April 2023


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on april 18, 2023				  				

		  


			
				
1. How quickly does your talent develop from 0-100 km/h?




2. Does Chat GPT increase demand for our unique capabilities?




3. Genetic differences are the drivers of innovation and evolution




4. Our brains expand with music




5. AI will move dots like popcorn




6. Carolina Klüft: 90% of the result comes from play




7. How Gymshark could attack the US$80 billion swimsuit market and save sharks!




8. READ my ONE book for FREE – for PEACE!




9. An open letter to Jeff Bezos, Please buy the Amazon rainforest!




10. KOTLER, Engeseth + 88 = PUBLIC +41,2 million

							


		


			
				How quickly does your talent develop from 0-100 km/h?


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on mars 20, 2023				  				

		  


			
				




We posed that question to talents in sports and business. The answers pointed to three different speeds that radically affect the result for both the individual and the organization.

The answers they provided Stefan showed a clear pattern. The talents knew about their speed yet they did not see the connection between their speed, their development, and well-being.

0-50 km/h
Understimulated -Leads to them not developing. Which is a negative for their well-being and performance. The organization risks the person not moving on.

50-75 km/h
Challenged and stimulated -Within the framework of a speed they can handle. Positive for well-being and performance.

75-100 km/h
The organization sees the talent and gives the individual more to handle than they are ready for. Examples are projects that go beyond their experience and competence. Increases stress/burnout and reduces performance.

Both too slow and too fast speeds lead to the organization risking losing its talent (under- or over-stimulated leads to the same result).

Within which of the above speeds are you and your colleagues?

							


		


			
				Does Chat GPT increase demand for our unique capabilities?


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on januari 26, 2023				  				

		  


			
				




Now that AI (the chatbot Chat GPT) can do the ordinary work, our unique abilities are becoming increasingly important in workgroups.

All major technological advances present challenges. Yet we choose to look at opportunities instead. It’s about using AI optimally to create value. As all organizations gain access to AI like Chat GPT, our unique capabilities are needed more than ever to keep up. People who use their talents, diagnosis, and characteristics can, in cooperation with Chat GPT, increase competitiveness.

Four success factors between AI and humans: 
1. The ability to ask great questions is invaluable. 
2. Raising social competence and creating belonging. 
3. Reviewing recruitment so more people with unique abilities have the opportunity for employment. 
4. Allowing everyone to unleash their abilities in an accepting company culture. 

Thank you for your knowledge and inspiration: Anne Håkansson, Siri Wikander, Tobias Degsell, Tommy Mäkelä and Chat GPT.

							


		


			
				Top 10 most popular posts. Updated: 24 January 2023


			
				Published by Stefan Engeseth on januari 24, 2023				  				

		  


			
				
1. Solving the future of AI live at a keynote for AIM North Symposium




2. Don’t deny change, it will come




3. An open letter to Jeff Bezos, Please buy the Amazon rainforest!




4. Carolina Klüft: 90% of the result comes from play




5. It’s an amazing feeling to give my first keynote speech on Homo Stupido




6. How Gymshark could attack the US$80 billion swimsuit market and save sharks!




7. An interview about innovation and intrapreneurship with Daniel Alexus, Founder & Head of Ericsson ONE




8. READ my ONE book for FREE – for PEACE!




9. Watch our IKEA fashion prediction walk out of the closet




10. KOTLER, Engeseth + 88 = PUBLIC +41,2 million
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